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African Star is the author's memoir of his first voyage as a teenaged cadet on the ship of that name in 1961. It relates his
experiences among grizzled seamen aboard ship and ashore in the ports of South and East Africa. It is a humorous re-telling
of his coming of age, but it also relates his experiences with and reactions to the injustice of the apartheid system then in
full force in South Africa.It is also the story of a bygone era when thousands of American men went to sea in American
merchant ships that plied the oceans far and wide. Sadly, that is no longer the reality in 2021, but is now a distant memory.
This book serves as a time capsule for the practices and people in the US maritime industry prior to the revolutionary
changes wrought by technology, economics and politics that have brought about its near extinction today.
The hit sci-fi comedy podcast starring Colton Dunn (Superstore), Felicia Day (Supernatural), Janet Varney (Legend of Korra),
Kirsten Vangsness (Criminal Minds), and Steve Berg (Drunk History) crashes into comics! Earth is gone. Only one intrepid
crew of misfits managed to escape, now determined and ambiguously destined to stop a growing, ancient evil from
consuming the universe. Though stopping it may be tricky, as our heroes can't help but destroy just about every planet and
species they come across. Kinda debatable who's the bigger threat. Voyage to the Stars is a bonafide podcast
phenomenon! With 2.5 million downloads in its debut year and over 100,000 viewers on Twitch, the wild sci-fi podcast that's
consistently ranked in the Top 100 for comedy is now on its way to conquer the comics world, helmed by five-time Harvey
Award-nominee James Asmus!
The best introduction to multiethnic New World Discovery before Columbus. Nine true adventures featuring Hatshepsut,
King Solomon, Xu Fu, Marco Polo, Nicholas of Lynn, Zheng He, Martin Behaim, Amerigo Vespucci, King Arthur, Queen
Elizabeth, and Francis Drake. Includes first maize (Indian corn) in Egypt, early maps of America before Columbus, Roman
Florida, Albertin di Virga's 1414 map of Peru and North America, ancient artifacts and faces of Old World voyagers in Mexico
and Peru, and Francis Drake's amazing "clock map." Excellent coffee-table book; great for adults and young readers.
Beautifully illustrated; excellent index and bibliography. A fun read that is also packed with new information about secret
voyages, forbidden lands, and enigmas the pros have missed.
A pop-up book to celebrate 30 years of Star Trek.
These Are the Voyages
African Star
Around the World Submerged
The Extraordinary Sea Voyages of Captain James Cook
Voyages to the Stars and Galaxies, Media Update
Tos: Season 3

Voyage to the Stars
Hard on the trail of the mercenary Karasu--the man who holds the keys to unlocking Suiteki's power--twins Lenis and
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Missy Clemens face the realities of their own growing abilities, in the follow-up to Quillblade. Original.
Admiral James T. Kirk is charged by the Klingon Empire for the commandeering of a Klingon starship. The Federation
honors the Klingon demands for extradition, and Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise are drawn back to Earth.
But their trip is interrupted by the appearance of a mysterious, all-powerful alien space probe. Suddenly, Kirk, Spock,
McCoy and the rest of the crew must journey back through time to twentieth-century Earth to solve the mystery of the
probe.
The airship Alexandria prepares to leave her port in Canston. Aboard are Crown Prince Jovin and his rambunctious
younger brother, Merik. Accompanied by the Alexandria’s captain, Captain Greggory Donald, the two princes set out on
Prince Jovin’s first multicountry diplomatic mission. But when tragedy strikes the royal family of an allied country, the
Alexandria’s occupants realize they are in for more than they bargained for. Join the Alexandria’s crew in their world of
airships and adventure, where invention and creativity flow limitlessly and power is something that is paid for the hard
way.
Voyage Across the Stars
A Voyage Guided by the Stars and the Men Who Mapped the World's Oceans
The Chronicles of Narnia Vol III: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
Voyages to the Moon
Voyage to Adventure
A Mirror on American Society through Time

Describes the epic voyage of a single ship and its crew toward the very heart of the galaxy.
An in-depth chronicle of Captain James Cook's three historic voyages recounts his expeditions charting the eastern Australian
coast, exploring the northwest coast of North America, circumnavigating New Zealand, and discovering many Pacific islands,
setting his accomplishments against the backdrop of the colonialism of his era.
Based on the smash-hit audio serial, Bubble is a hilarious high-energy graphic novel with a satirical take on the “gig economy.”
Built and maintained by corporate benevolence, the city of Fairhaven is a literal bubble of safety and order (and amazing coffee) in
the midst of the Brush, a harsh alien wilderness ruled by monstrous Imps and rogue bands of humans. Humans like Morgan,
who’s Brush-born and Bubble-raised and fully capable of fending off an Imp attack during her morning jog. She’s got a great
routine going—she has a chill day job, she recreationally kills the occasional Imp, then she takes that Imp home for her roommate
and BFF, Annie, to transform into drugs as a side hustle. But cracks appear in her tidy life when one of those Imps nearly murders
a delivery guy in her apartment, accidentally transforming him into a Brush-powered mutant in the process. And when Morgan’s
company launches Huntr, a gig economy app for Imp extermination,
she finds herself press-ganged into kicking her stabby side
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job up to the next level as she battles a parade of monsters and monstrously Brush-turned citizens, from a living hipster beard to a
book club hive mind.
SURE, Earth may have been consumed by the Nothing, and a freak accident killed the ONLY being who could have possibly
stopped it, and yes, the Cult of Nothing’s armada is on its way, but look at the bright side... I’m sure it’s here somewhere... right?
Voyage to the Star Kingdom
The True Science Behind the Starship Voyages
The Voyage Home
These are the Voyages-Embrace Your Weird
Voyage to the stars

The hit sci-fi comedy podcast blasts into comics with this all-new graphic novel
adventure! Voyage to the Stars is a bonafide podcast phenomenon starring Colton Dunn
(Superstore), Felicia Day (Supernatural), Janet Varney (Legend of Korra), Kirsten
Vangsness (Criminal Minds), and Steve Berg (Drunk History)! With 2.5 million downloads in
its debut year and over 100,000 viewers on Twitch, the wild sci-fi podcast that's
consistently ranked in the Top 100 for comedy is now on its way to conquer the comics
world. Earth is gone. Only one intrepid crew of misfits managed to escape, now determined
and ambiguously destined to stop a growing, ancient evil from consuming the universe.
Though stopping it may be tricky, as our heroes can't help but destroy just about every
planet and species they come across. Kinda debatable who's the bigger threat.
The reader's decisions determine the adventures of the crew of the Enterprise on a trip
into outer space.
"Here is Captain Beach's firsthand account of the thirty-six-thousand-nautical-mile
voyage whose records for speed and endurance still stand today. It brings to life the
many tense events in the historic journey: the malfunction of the fathometer, an
instrument essential to locating undersea mountains and shallow waters; the agonizing
illness of a senior petty officer; and the serious problem that suddenly overtook the
ship's main hydraulic oil system. But with the stress came frequent moments of humor and
poignancy, which, as described by Beach, make readers feel as if they had been along on
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the ride of a lifetime."--BOOK JACKET.
We’re sorry. Exemplar, the Savior of the Universe, can’t speak to you right now. He’s…
um… not feeling well? But if you and the KNIGHTS EXEMPLAR armada currently surrounding
our ship don’t mind waiting, our crew will have him fixed up in no time!
Secret Voyages to the New World
Face Your Fears and Unleash Creativity
History of NASA
Bubble
Voyage to the Stars #2
The Voyages of the Alexandria
History of Star Trek, the third season
Star Trek emerged alongside mini-skirts, bellbottoms, and VW vans; flourished in the shadow of Madonna, big hair, and greed; and expanded with
computers, Beanie Babies, and religious revitalization. Star Trek survived the culture shock of 9/11 and experienced a revival in the era of yoga pants,
hybrid cars, and Starbucks. After more than 5 decades, Star Trek is alive and well, still voyaging through space and time. But, why is that? How has this
science fiction franchise managed to anticipate and adapt to such rapid culture change? In The Voyages of Star Trek: A Mirror on American Society
through Time, authors K. M. Heath and A. S. Carlisle, investigate the enduring appeal of Star Trek, noting how it has mirrored, foreshadowed, and adapted
to contemporary American culture from 1966 to the present. Through anthropological analysis, the authors examine the evolution of Star Trek by tying its
storylines to events and developments in the U.S., assessing the extent to which the visual image of Star Trek is reflected on the screen from “snapshots” of
randomly selected episodes and all of the films. By examining how Star Trek addressed contemporary social issues through a sci-fi lens over time, the
authors postulate, Americans can better understand their own changing culture. If StarTrek can continue to anticipate and adapt to our rapidly changing
world, then it should remain a part of the cultural landscape for another 50 years, truly going where few franchises have gone before.
An instant New York Times bestseller In Embrace Your Weird, New York Times bestselling author, producer, actress, TV writer, and award-winning web
series creator, Felicia Day takes you on a journey to find, rekindle, or expand your creative passions. Including Felicia’s personal stories and hard-won
wisdom, Embrace Your Weird offers: —Entertaining and revelatory exercises that empower you to be fearless, so you can rediscover the things that bring
you joy, and crack your imagination wide open —Unique techniques to vanquish enemies of creativity like: anxiety, fear, procrastination, perfectionism,
criticism, and jealousy —Tips to cultivate a creative community —Space to explore and get your neurons firing Whether you enjoy writing, baking, painting,
podcasting, playing music, or have yet to uncover your favorite creative outlet, Embrace Your Weird will help you unlock the power of self-expression. Get
motivated. Get creative. Get weird.
Two incandescent novels set in David Drake's best-selling Hammer's Slammers universe together in one volume for the first time. In Cross the Stars,
Captain Don Slade has resigned from active duty with the Slammers and headed home for what he hopes will be peaceful retirement with his son and the
woman he loves. And, even if he makes it through all dangers, he'll discover Tethys is not exactly ready to welcome him home with open arms. The journey
home is an Odyssey of epic proportions and Don Slade is just the Ulysses to undertake it. In Voyage, Ned Slade has a heck of a name to live up to: that of
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his uncle Captain Don "Mad Dog" Slade of the legendary mercenary brigade, Hammer's Slammers. But Ned's life takes a turn to adventure when he crews
for Lissea Doorman, a trade-ship captain who is sent by her conniving guild masters on what is supposed to be a suicide run. The crew of the good ship
Swift is after an ancient alien artifact that could revolutionize star travel and Ned must become the warrior and leader that is his inheritance. Jason and the
Argonauts meets gritty science fiction adventure in one of best-seller David Drake's most compelling works. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Voyages to the Stars and Galaxies (with 2001 Update, Thesky Student CD-ROM, and Infotrac)
Voyage with the Vikings
Star Trek
America's Voyage to the Stars
With Illustrations Concerning the Navigator, and the Discovery of the New World
A Virginian in Yankeeland: Some stars and stripes voyages
"While starship captains have been exploring the final frontiers of the Star Trek universe, this book
takes you for the first time to the edge of our real galaxy and beyond. Stunningly illustrated with
hundreds of full-color, futuristic star charts, illustrations and astronomical photos, explore the reallife deep space destinations as seen on television and film screens. a Over its 50-year history, Star
Trek has treated generations of viewers to a dazzling assortment of unforgettable images of the cosmos.
Multiple star systems, alien worlds, supernova explosions, emission nebulae, and, of course, voracious
black holes, just to name a few. a Star Trek- The Official Guide to Our Universeintroduces you to the
astronomy of Star Trek and takes you on a voyage of discovery, examining the true astronomical
counterparts that can be found in the night sky. From Altair to Vega and from red giants to white
dwarfs, readers can visit over 50 real celestial objects visible in the night sky, as known to the
Starfleet Academy. a No warp driven starship or even a telescope required to go on these voyages, as
most destinations are bright enough to be seen just with the naked eye. This guide is for anyone ready
to launch their own mission into space-the final frontier. Your personal voyage to explore strange new
worlds begins here."
The first work in David Gerrold's Star Wolf trilogy, this tale pits the human members of the Star Wolf
space vessel against the superhuman Morthan crew. Captain Jonathan Korie, hampered by the loss of most
of the human fleet to the Morthans and a nearly disabled ship of his own, faces the Morthan threat
driven by the need for survival and the desire for revenge. A classic of military science fiction, the
Star Wolf trilogy combines rapid action with powerful studies of military character.
The year is 2047, thirty years after Earth was nearly destroyed. The people of the Earth have finally
come together and have their biggest adventure of all times going out into deep space. Join the crew of
the USS Star Explorer as they explore the unknown reaches of deep space, seeing new worlds and meeting
new alien races where it will be a flight into the unknown.
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Beth and her cousin Patrick travel in Mr. Whittaker's invention, the Imagination station, to 1000 A.D.
Greenland, where they meet Erik the Red and Leif Eriksson and witness the spread of Christianity in that
country.
Voyage to the Stars #3
A Cultural Odyssey Through Polynesia
Star Cruise Return Voyage
The Life and Voyages of Americus Vespucius
A Three-dimensional Star Trek Album
Sextant

Álvaro’s second voyage with PrufProfX-60. This time they head off to discover the most important stars and
constellations. A fun and simple story, enabling children to learn about the stars and develop a love for the universe.
Recommended age 7 +
VOYAGES TO THE STARS AND GALAXIES covers the stars and beyond, providing students and professors with the
best of both worlds. It is written by two distinguished research scientists, David Morrison and Sidney Wolff and an awardwinning astronomy educator, Andrew Fraknoi. Written in student-friendly, accessible language, VOYAGES TO THE
STARS AND GALAXIES features down-to-earth analogies, superb full-color diagrams and images, and even occasional
touches of humor. Readers all over the country are turning to this book with pleasure.
No gamble in history has been more momentous than the landfall of Columbus's ship the Santa Maria in the Americas in
1492 - an event that paved the way for the conquest of a 'New World'. The accounts collected here provide a vivid
narrative of his voyages throughout the Caribbean and finally to the mainland of Central America, although he still
believed he had reached Asia. Columbus himself is revealed as a fascinating and contradictory figure, fluctuating from
awed enthusiasm to paranoia and eccentric geographical speculation. Prey to petty quarrels with his officers, his pious
desire to bring Christian civilization to 'savages' matched by his rapacity for gold, Columbus was nonetheless an explorer
and seaman of staggering vision and achievement.
Scottish novelist David Lindsay (1876-1945) was born to a middle-class Calvinist family, forced by poverty to work as an
insurance clerk instead of attending university, and at the age of forty took up the cause and worked his way to Corporal
of the Royal Army Pay Corps in World War I. After the war he moved to Cornwall with his wife and began writing full-time,
publishing his first novel, "A Voyage to Arcturus," in 1920. Although the science fiction novel initially sold less than six
hundred copies, it has come to be known as a major "underground" novel of the 20th century, and heavily influenced
C.S. Lewis's "Out of the Silent Planet." The story is set at Tormance, an imaginary planet orbiting Arcturus, where an
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adventurous Scot named Muskall has travelled and where he encounters myriad characters and lands that reflect
Lindsay's critique of various philosophical systems.
The Four Voyages of Christopher Columbus
The Voyage of the Triton
The Voyage of the Star Wolf
Book One: the Heirs of Terrison
Beast Child
A Voyage to Arcturus (?????)
In the tradition of Dava Sobel's 'Longitude' comes sailing expert David Barrie's compelling and dramatic tale of invention
and discovery - an eloquent elegy to one of the most important navigational instruments ever created, and the daring
mariners who used it to explore, conquer, and map the world.
In the summer of 1985, a mostly Hawaiian crew set out in a reconstructed, ancient double canoe to demonstrate what
skeptics had always denied--that their ancestors could have intentionally sailed across the Pacific and explored
Polynesia. Voyage of Rediscovery is the vivid, remarkable account of their successful journey.
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader sees Edmund and Lucy, along with their priggish cousin Eustace Scrubb, return to
Narnia. Once there, they join Caspian's voyage on the ship to find the seven lords who were banished when Miraz took
over the throne. As they sail toward Aslan's country at the edge of the world, they come face to face with many dangers
and wonders, including the place where dreams come true. They discover that their quest is more than they imagined
and that the world's end is only the beginning…
In the small community of Village-Upon-Stone, a storm settles solely over the house of a beloved family. Instead of
leading their normal, happy life, the family-a father, a mother, and three young daughters-must battle fierce winds and
torrential rain. The other villagers come to the family's aid, but it's no use against the rapidly rising waters. The family and
their neighbors pray to the Star King for relief. They know he is good, but they have never endured such a storm; what if
he does not send help? But he does, and after the family receives the Star King's gifts, he sends an Angelfish to invite
them to a grand banquet at the Radiant Palace. The family is thrilled, but the Star King has asked that the two youngest
daughters travel to his kingdom first, with the rest of the family to follow afterwards. The family is alarmed by this request,
but the Angelfish reminds them that the Star King does not always do things in the usual way, and they will be with their
daughters again sooner than they think. They trust the Star King, so they send the daughters to his kingdom in a
makeshift boat led by the Angelfish. On their voyage, the girls experience beauty, darkness, and fear, but eventually
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reach the Star Kingdom, which immediately feels like home-and the people who greet them there are the greatest
surprises of all. Inspired by a real-life family, Voyage to the Star Kingdom is a vivid reminder that our stories don't end
with death, and that the King is indeed making all things new. (Storyline collaboration by Amy Grimes and Anne Riley)
Cook
Voyage of Rediscovery
Voyage to the North Star
Voyage to the Stars
Star Quest
This book is a re-release of STAR CRUISE RETURN VOYAGE, which was in the Pets in Space® 5 anthology. No new material
has been added. Gianna Nadenoft is a reclusive survivor of one of the worst interstellar cruise ship disasters in the
history of the Sectors. Now a renowned artist, she hasn’t left her home planet in decades, not since returning there after
the wreck as a traumatized three year old. With her service animal at her side, she’s going to make the effort to travel
across the star systems to attend her brother’s wedding and reunite with her fellow survivors. Trevor Hanson is a security
officer aboard the cruise liner Nebula Zephyr with his own traumatic past as a former Special Forces soldier and prisoner
of war. He’s assigned to provide personal protection to Gianna during her time aboard the ship but soon finds his interest
turning from professional to romantic. The two share more in common than either of them realizes and their attraction
grows as the voyage continues. But powerful enemies including a conspiracy theory-obsessed fellow passenger and
sinister individuals with hostile intentions are watching Gianna and making plans to seize this rare opportunity to gain
access to her and the secrets they believe she’s still keeping about the wreck. Can Trevor overcome his personal demons
and rise to the occasion to save Gianna from the danger waiting on his ship? Or will she slip through his fingers and suffer
a terrible fate deferred from the day her last voyage came to a disastrous end?
An old-fashioned adventure yarn...[Nichols's] story pulses with action that is given an extra measure of verisimilitude by
his deep knowledge of boats and the sea and the watery landscapes of the Far North. - Richard Bernstein, New York
Times. As harrowing as a tale by Jack London, its vision as haunting as Joseph Conrad's, this masterful novel of maritime
adventure crosses the paths of Carl Schenck, a ruthless industrialist whose wealth is as fabulous as his big-game hunter's
appetite for blood is limitless, and Will Boden, a seaman down on his luck. It is Schenck's blind resolve to launch an Arctic
safari that affords Boden the opportunity to do what no seasoned seaman would, and flouting his own foreboding, he
signs on with the Lodestar, a yacht luxuriously appointed for pleasure but drastically ill-equipped for navigating the
Arctic. Together, these two men are bound in an epic misadventure that confronts them with not only the perils of the
polar seas but also a horrifying moral disaster. "Its major themes consciously derived from those of Conrad and
Melville...[it is] a fiercely eventful novel." - New York Times; "A finely crafted adventure and a crackling good read." Chicago Tribune; "An impressive first novel.... A literary page-turner that is driven as much by ideas and the writing as
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plot and characters." - USA Today.
Flight into the Unknown
Star Trek IV
Mirror, Mirror: Classic SF Stories by the Star Trek and Fantastic Voyage Author by [Bixby, Jerome] Mirror, Mirror: Classic
SF Stories by the Star Trek and Fantastic Voyage Author
Star Trek the Official Guide to Our Universe
A Young Man's Voyage of Discovery
Voyage to the Stars #1
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